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SURVEYOR'S NOTES:
1. This survey was not run or set, refer to "surveymen's notes" on this sheet. All monuments are in good condition and flush with the ground. Unobservable points such as NPS for top E surface close grade or "H" for depth below grade. 2. Grids, deed references, and survey records as noted on this drawing were used as pertinent documents and source data in this work for the work for the block survey reference. 3. Coordinate grid surveys were used as a means of cross-checking surveys and reliability of surveys along the appropriate property lines. 4. Base lines and distances are based on 3rd and 4th order State Plane Grid Coordinators (SPG) in US Survey Faith. State Plane drawings obtained by computer aided mapping of 3,888,658 and 3,888,660 to station ground surface distances. 5. Date of field survey is December 1, 1993. 6. By M. Coles, December 2, 1993.
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